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 本研究は、自然言語の量化子 (quantifier) と名詞構造 (nominal structure) の関係につ
いて統語論と意味論の観点から分析を試みたものである。主に英語と日本語の言語デー





する名詞句 (NP) と結合すると提案するMontague (1973); Barwise & Cooper (1981) など







量化子句 (QP) の指定部 (SPEC) に位置するか主要部 (Head) に位置するかの違いか
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らこの現象の説明を試みる。さらに、強量化子が名詞の前に置かれた場合と後ろに置か
れた場合の類似点と相違点についても統語論と意味論の観点から議論する。 









































 本研究の強量化子の分析はMatthewson (2001) にもとづくものであり、それまで標準
的だと考えられていたMontague (1973) や Barwise & Cooper (1981) などが提唱する一
般量化子理論 (Generalized Quantifier Theory) の分析と異なるものである。英語と違って、
冠詞も加算・不可算名詞の区別や名詞単・複の形態的区別ももたない日本語に、英語や





















Summary of Doctoral Dissertation 
 
 
This study attempts to investigate natural language quantifiers and nominal structures from the viewpoint 
of syntax and semantics. Based mainly on the linguistic data from English and Japanese, its central focus 
is on the behavior of strong quantifiers (e.g., subete ‘all’ and hotondo ‘most’) and numeral+classifier 
sequences (e.g., san-satsu ‘three-CLASS’ and go-nin ‘five-CLASS’) in Japanese, and it provides detailed 
explanation of the syntactic structure and semantic interpretation of expressions containing these 
quantificational elements. 
 As for strong quantifiers, the discussion begins with the question of which of the two theoretically 
most influential approaches better explains the Japanese data. It is concluded that the approach proposed 
by Matthewson (2001), which postulates that strong quantifiers take individuals to form generalized 
quantifiers, is superior to the Generalized Quantifier Theory proposed by Montague (1973) and Barwise 
& Cooper (1981), which claims that strong quantifiers take predicative phrases, instead of individuals. 
The discussion turns next to word order variation involving the strong quantifier and its modified nonimal, 
a peculiar behavior that is specific to Japanese. For instance, this language, unlike many others, allows 
two possible orderings exemplified by subete-no gakusei-ga ‘all-GEN-student-NOM’ and gakusei 
subete-ga ‘student all-NOM’. Though this fact cannot easily be accounted for by either of the two 
approaches mentioned above, this study attempt to explain it by postulating that strong quantifiers can 
function either as the SPEC of QP or as the head of QP. Some of the crucial similarities and differences in 
syntax and semantics between the pre-nominal and post-nominal quantifiers are also pointed out and 
discussed. 
 As for numeral+classifier sequences, it is argued that, based on the similar behavior exhibited by 
adjectives, numeral+classifier sequences appear in a syntactic position lower than the determiner head (D) 
unlike strong quantifiers, which are always placed above the D head. The discussion begins with the fact 
that numerals in Japanese generally need be accompanied by a classifier to modify a nominal (e.g., 
go-nin-no gakusei ‘five-CLASS-GEN’/*go-no gakusei ‘five-GEN-student’ and gakuse-go-nin-ga 
‘student-five-CLASS-NOM’/*gakusei-go-ga ‘student-five-NOM’). There are two competing accounts for 
this fact. One is to claim that classifiers are required by the semantic feature of nominals, and the other is 
to claim that they are required by that of numerals. This study argues for the latter account. To capture the 
close relationship between the numeral and the classifier, it is postulated that these two elements form a 
complex head prior to modifying the nominal. The fact that the numeral-classifier sequence, just like 
strong quantifiers, can be placed pre-nominally as well as post-nominally is attributed to two possible 
syntactic structures: The pre-nominal numeral-classifier sequence functions as the SPEC of a functional 
category postulated under the D head, and the post-nominal numeral-classifier sequence functions as the 
head of that functional category. It is also suggested that the pre- and post-nominal sequences do not 
involve transformational operations based on various empirical data. Finally, an intriguing discussion of 
innovative data involving the numeral+classifier sequence modifying proper names and pronouns is 
presented. The relevant sequence is only allowed post-nominally, but not pre-nominally (e.g., John-hito- 
ri-ga ‘John-one-CLASS-NOM’/kare-hito-ri-ga ‘he-one-CLASS-NOM’ vs. *hito-ri-no John-ga ‘one- 
CLASS-GEN-John-NOM’,*hito-ri-no kare-ga ‘one-CLASS-GEN he-NOM’). In the course of discussion, 
many interesting new discoveries are presented. 
 
  
Summary of the Dissertation Evaluation 
 
 
There is abundant research on quantification and quantifiers in natural language in modern theoretical 
linguistics. Most of such recent research tends to focus on linguistic data from English and other 
European languages. As theoretical research advances, the need is recognized for more detailed empirical 
research based on linguistic data from typologically diverse languages. That is, more and more linguists 
feel that observations and analyses presented so far in the literature must be further examined from more 
cross-linguistic perspectives. This study is an investigation of strong quantifiers and quantifiers consisting 
of the numeral+classifier sequence in Japanese from the viewpoint of formal syntax and semantics. 
Japanese has properties that are quite different from languages like English: (1) It is strictly head-final. (2) 
It exhibits no clear distinction between countable vs. uncountable and singular and plural nouns. (3) It has 
no articles, (4) The numeral needs a classifier to modify a nominal. (5) The numeral+classifier sequence 
can appear pre-nominally and post-nominally. Not many languages have all of these properties, and hence 
intensive studies of this language might contribute to the much-needed cross-linguistic investigation of 
quantification and quantifiers. 
 This study argues that Matthewson’s (2001) Q-quantifier analysis better captures the behavior of 
Japanese strong quantifiers than the hitherto standard Generalized Quantifier Theory based on Montague 
(1973) and Barwise & Cooper (1981). Unlike English, Japanese does not have any articles nor a clear 
morphological distinction between countable vs. uncountable and singular vs. plural nouns. However, in 
this study, it is argued that, just as in English and similar languages, postulating a functional phrase 
headed by a determiner is plausible even for Japanese. As for the fact that strong quantifiers in Japanese 
can be placed either pre-nominally or post-nominally, this study provides a clear analysis based on a solid 
set of empirical data, keeping the gist of Matthewson’s universal Q-quantifier analysis. The proposed two 
different structures for the observed word order variation with strong quantifiers also nicely accounts for 
some similarities and differences in semantic interpretation. 
 The proposed analysis of the numeral-classifier sequence is also of theoretical interest to many 
linguists. Capturing some parallel behavior exhibited by adjectives and numeral+classifier sequences, the 
property of having more flexible ordering possibilities for the latter is attributed to two different syntactic 
structures: the pre-nominal numeral+classifier sequence in the SPEC of a functional category and the 
post-nominal numeral+classifier sequence in the functional head position. The discussion of whether or 
not these two word order variations must be related by transformational operations is also intriguing both 
theoretically and empirically. Moreover, this study provides an empirically supported discussion for the 
reason why Japanese numerals require classifiers in order to modify a nominal. Finally, the discussion of 
distributional restrictions of the numeral-classifier sequence with respect to proper nouns and pronouns 
contains a full of new discoveries and the basic set of data can nicely be explained by the structures 
proposed in Chapter 3, as well. 
 The final interview was conducted on January 21, 2021 from 8:50 to 10:20 am in a Zoom 
format. First, Atsushi Oho was asked to make an oral presentation of his dissertation for about 20 
minutes, which was open to the public. A question session (also open to the public) by the committee 
members immediately followed his presentation. After lively discussion in the question session, the 
evaluation meeting by the committee members was held. As a result, the committee members highly 
evaluated this research and its academic values, and unanimously assessed the dissertation to be of 
quality worth conferring the doctorate degree from the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, 
International Christian University. 
